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the tool is very easy to use. just enter the folder of the file you want to
convert, select the output file format and click "convert". the converter

will look for the appropriate gerber file format in the folder you selected.
then it reads all the information from the original gerber file and

generates the same gerber file with this information as you specified.
the converter provides you with an option of output coordinate system.

you can choose the x y z or the +- x y z coordinate systems. there is
also an option of rotating the coordinate system by 90 degrees. the
gerber file format is a popular and widely used pcb file format that

defines a set of standards and specifications for representing pcb files.
gerber files are easy to read by most standard pcb design software, and
are compact, saving you storage space and reducing the overall size of
the pcb. they also use less power, and they require less processing time

to transmit. with successively more devices being fabricated on
multilayer pcbs, your design software should interface with a deliverable

generation tool that creates gerber x2 files. altium designer provides
you with comprehensive tools to quickly generate gerber or ipc-2581

files directly from your pcb layout. you can also generate other standard
deliverables in a variety of file formats for your manufacturer.

pcb2gcode is a command-line program for windows, mac os x and linux
that calculates machine toolpaths from given pcb layouts. despite it's

name, it does not accept unix pcb files, but standard gerber rs274-x and
excellon files, and creates fully emc2-compatible rs274-ngc files.

pcb2gcode also offers an integrated autoleveller (similar to this one )
that greatly increases the vertical precision. since the tools used for

milling are v-shaped, you can create thinner traces.
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as a result, the x2 format has greater accuracy, and is significantly
faster to create. it does however still include a small number of

limitations, which must be addressed in order to convert it to a standard
format. the x2 format still cannot deal with leaded parts, and requires

manual adjustments in order to convert multi-layer boards. the x2
format can handle only trace widths up to 0.001”, which does not allow

for accurate width measurements, and does not provide an accurate
representation of via widths. finally, the x2 format does not represent

the actual physical sizes of all components on the board. some
components are represented by a portion of the actual physical size,
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whereas others are represented by a portion of the actual physical size,
and a component size. in the case of the latter, in order to generate a
clean cut trace, the actual physical size must be adjusted in order to
compensate for the size difference. in cases where this difference is

large, it is preferable to avoid manually modifying the file, and instead
to use a program such as g-trace. ipc-2581 is a new and completely

separate standard for pcb fabrication. unlike rs-274x, the ipc-2581 was
designed specifically with fabrication in mind, and allows for more
accurate and repeatable trace widths, trace span, via sizes, and

component size. ipc-2581 also standardizes the physical size of all
components. in the case of small components, it allows for manual

modification of the actual physical size, which is a big advantage over
rs-274x. ipc-2581 can also be converted into a variety of other formats,

such as the popular gerber formats. 5ec8ef588b
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